
 

Board Minutes – 8-15-17 
 

Attendees 

Chris Smith 

Sue Schauffler (has Kathy Peterson’s proxy) 

Mark Williams 

Ken Lenarcic (has Patty Cypher’s proxy) 

Sean Cronin (has Rick Kauvar’s proxy) 

Chris Wiorek 

Greg Ames 

Mark Schueneman 

Julie Trumpler 

Gabe Tuerk 

Larry Germann 

Monica Bortolini 

Julie McKay 

Jessie Olson 

Glenn Patterson 

Chris called the meeting to order at 2:04 pm. 

Approval of Minutes 

Sean moved, Ken seconded, to approve the minutes from the July 18 meeting.  The motion 

carried unanimously. 

Financial Statement 

Jessie mentioned that due to the delay in receiving reimbursements, we are currently 

processing payments from May.  For the 3 Reaches grant, we are awaiting the reimbursement 

requests from June and July, but expect them soon.  The Capacity Grant is current and close to 

estimated expenses.  For Reach 3B, we are processing the final invoice, should be closed by end 

of the year.  The statement for this grant needs another look for a possible correction.  The 

Davis-Bacon coordinator from DOLA reviews all Davis-Bacon labor rates.  Stewardship and 

CWCB are a little behind in receiving reimbursements, but are staying close to current.  

Spending from regular LWOG funding is proceeding slightly under budget.   In general, the 

projects are coming in slightly under budget, except for Streamcrest, which will use all the 



money.  Unused grant money simply remains with the granting organization.   The funders are 

accustomed to having unused grant funds. 

Chris S moved, Chris W seconded, to approve the financial statement, recognizing that one item 

needs another look.  The motion carried unanimously. 

Fundraising Training 

Jessie referred to the fundraising and outreach handout, which presents our plan for 

fundraising.  Our goal is to raise $150,000 by December 31, 2017.  We are planning to target 

corporations, grants, foundations, board entities, and landowners.  We have been working with 

Julie Tuerk and the committee on outreach pertaining to the fundraising, including the web site.  

Jessie showed the current version of the web page and invited feedback from board members.  

This should be done soon.  On the membership page, we can see a revised set of membership 

levels for different levels of donation.  There is also a separate page for general donations not 

related to membership.  On the page where we acknowledge donors, it would be good to 

include their logos.  On this page this would take the form of a list, by category, with name of 

entity, logo, and link.  Logos could also be included on the board member page, although this 

might diminish the idea that we are all wearing LWOG hats.  Gabe suggested “marquis 

placement” instead of “front page placement” on the handout. 

We intend to send out a press release in October regarding the work we have accomplished this 

year.  We also plan to work on our stewardship handbook.  Other outreach activities include 

setting up a publicity table at some upcoming events, such as the Boulder County Preparedness 

Fair in September, and an upcoming talk by Jessie at a Rotary Club meeting, arranged by Chris 

Wiorek.  Rotary is apparently switching their focus from polio to water.  Our new outreach 

coordinator, Meg Parker, will be helping with outreach activities, but we also welcome 

outreach help from board members. 

Jessie next went over the Board Fundraising Guidelines.  This includes suggestions on how to 

approach potential donors.  Jessie handed out a list of potential donors and asked board 

members to think about who on the list they might be able to connect with, or help someone 

else connect with.  She also invited board members to suggest additions to the list.  Chris S 

offered to help with some contractors; Gabe with some mountain entities.  Monica suggested 

adding names of businesses in Harvest Junction, close to Left Hand Creek.  Sean recounted how, 

with another nonprofit he works with, he challenged each board member to connect with two 

potential donors and try to make it successful with one.  They agreed on a deadline, which 

helped.  The result was more than tripling their donations.  Greg suggested adding the Cargill 

Family Foundation.  Sean is willing to try this himself for LWOG, too. 

EWP & DOLA Projects Update 

Plains projects are wrapping up.  Some minor revegetation work will continue into the fall.  

Foothills projects are also moving well, with construction underway now.  Upper Left Hand is 



also heading toward revegetation and wrapping up in the fall.  New project for 63rd St. 

Extension is getting underway.  This will extend the 63rd St. project westward to the Northern 

Colorado WCD structure, adding about 20 properties.  (Need more here) 

Sean suggested it might be a good idea to ask satisfied homeowners to write letters stating how 

they feel about the projects.  Jessie is considering using a survey to get landowner feedback, 

too.  Some of this could take place at the picnic.   

 

LWOG Monitoring Update 

Glenn gave a presentation with an update on several LWOG monitoring activities including 

Riverwatch water quality monitoring, benthic invertebrate monitoring, fee-for-service 

monitoring activities, and photo monitoring of restoration projects prior to and after 

restoration. 

 

Other Business 

The question came up, are we actively considering changing our name to remove the word 

“oversight”.  Jessie has been downplaying this word in conversations, often referring informally 

to the Lefthand Watershed Group, in order to avoid the implication that we provide unwelcome 

oversight.  However, it is premature to officially change the name, as we have just been 

through a couple of years of getting better known as LWOG.  We may reconsider this idea in 

the future. 

Adjournment 

The meeting was adjourned at 4:10 pm. 

 


